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Overview of Tel Aviv beaches. 
In the foreground, Banana Beach



Tel Aviv is worldwide known as the city that never sleep, the place where there is always at least 
a club open, 24 hours a day. One of the local favourite leisure activities, anyway – enjoyed by 
tourists, too – is to crowd the 5 kilometers of beaches extending along an endless line of big 
hotels in front of the sea.

There are plenty of beaches, and for every taste. There is Nordau Beach, the beach of religious 
people, where men and women enjoy the sun on alternate days. Hilton Beach, the gay beach, easy 
to spot because of its rainbow parasols and because it’s the only one where dog owners can walk 
around with their pets. Banana Beach is the best place for surfers wannabes while Drummers Beach, 
in front of the multicolored ruins of a discotheque hit by a terrorist attack in 2001, is full of 
percussionists and dancers in a vaguely underground atmosphere. The park and the beachs of the 
south area, towards the Jaffa promontory, are mainly crowded by the Arabian community, with women 
entering the water fully dressed and huge barbecues on the grass.



Surfers at Banana Beach



Gays at Hilton Beach, the gay 
beach near the namesake hotel



Sunset on the south beaches, near Jaffa



Bathers between Banana 
and Trumpeldor Beach



The ruins covered with graffiti of the 
disco hit by a terrorist attack on 2001 

mark the entry of Drummers Beach



Young Israeli Arabs on the seafront near Jaffa



A young woman dancing in front of the sunset at Drummers Beach



A sea of parasols between Banana 
and Trumpeldor Beach



Sunset on the south beaches 
with the old village of Jaffa



Percussionists and dancers at Drummers 
Beach, the alternative beach of Tel Aviv



A religious reading psalms at Nordau 
Beach, the beach of orthodox religiouses 
welcoming men and women on alternate days



A picnic of the Israeli Arab community at 
Charles Chlore Park, in front of the beaches



The rainbow parasols of Hilton Beach, 
where the gay community uses to hang out



A Russian tourist showing his religious tattoos



Twilight on Tel Aviv seafront with the 
line of big hotels facing the sea



The beach where dogs are allowed



Bathers in front of Hilton Beach, 
where the gay community hangs out



A musician from Africa performing on the seafront



Israeli Arab women and Jew tourists on one of the south beaches of Tel Aviv



A lifeguard cabin on Hilton Beach, the 
place where the gay community hangs out
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